
Contavidade

Contavidade [1]
Beyond the bill, numbers, reports and analysis
There are lives in accounting
Trajectories
Dreams
Stories.

They talk so much about data analysis
Technology
Sounds up to dehumanization
After all, behind all this, there are lives, isn’t it my brother?

Think about the life of the people who want to be in yours, but cannot, you know why?
Because it is not “standard” that you are inserted, and for being accepted, promoted, in this
accounting profession
White male cisgender
Heterosexual
The “ideal” pattern
The image of the boss
Uneven reality.

And in the face of this scenario, it is up to me to question
Can a transgender woman be in your shoes today?
Black man this occupied leadership space?
Disabled person teaching Accounting Sciences?

So let’s reflect?! Change?! Include and respect?!
After all
The accounting
Beyond the bill, numbers, reports and analysis
Are lives
Trajectories
Dreams
And several stories.

Ademir C�ırico Junior
Accounting, UFU, Uberlandia, Brazil

Note

1. Contavidade is a term created to express that there are lives in accounting, beyond numbers, reports
and data analysis. “Contavidade” is the union of “Conta” 5 Accounting þ “vidade” to express life.
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